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I N TRODUCTION
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States

!

The objective of this term paper to analyze tax evasion in the United States and pro-

vide an analytical argument to explain the phenomenon. Our goal is to create a framework
using game theoretic models to explain why some tax payers choose to evade and why some
do not. We will also explore strategies taken by the tax authority and how those strategies
aﬀect the strategies of the tax payer. We will use various concepts from the course including
Nash Equilibrium of pure and mixed strategies in discrete games, and n-player continuous
games. Once we have constructed our models we will compare our results to empirical and
experimental data, observing how the real world outcome can/cannot be explained by our
models. We will oﬀer several suggestions to the government throughout the paper based on
our findings.
!

Part I we define tax evasion on general terms and then take a more specific look at

tax evasion in the United States, including tax payer motivation and opportunity to evade.
!

Part II we will detail the players and strategies that will be used in our models of

pure strategies, mixed strategies, infinitely repeated strategy conditions, and n-player multiple population strategies.
!

Part III is a sequential, non-cooperative, discrete game of payoﬀ maximization with

finite players. Specifically, between the the tax authority and the tax payer. There are two
cases for this game: the taxpayer has a gross income greater than the estimate or less than
the estimate. The tax payer then has the choice to; declare taxes higher than, equal to or
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less than estimate. The tax authority then decides to audit or not to audit. Payoﬀs are determined by the amount revenue per player minus cost associated with concealment by the
tax payer if applicable and cost of assessment and penalty.
!

Part IV we expand on the model that was constructed in the previous section and

create a model of an infinitely repeated game . Moving away from a one shot game to an infinite horizon. The punishment for being caught evading in any given year is to be subjected
to inspection in all subsequent years.

Using established payoﬀs we calculate the PV for the

given strategies, deriving the conditions for delta that make this a sub game perfect NE.
!

Part V will include a more advanced game of n-players. The model considers a situa-

tion with two populations and the US government as players. Dividing the US population
into Upper Class and Middle Class segments. Payoﬀs are determined by income declared,
tax rate, probability of avoiding an audit, real income, fine for tax evasion and cost of concealing. We will construct a game model that allows us to observe the aﬀect on the government when one or both populations choose to evade and the aﬀect on the population given
diﬀerent government strategies.
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PA RT I - TAX EVASION
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States

Definition of Tax Evasion
!

Tax evasion is failing to pay taxes which are owed. This can include income taxes,

employment taxes, sales and excise taxes, other federal, state, or local taxes. Tax evasion is
not the same as tax avoidance, which is legal under U.S. law. “Tax evasion is the best studied
chapter in fiscal law, as well as by technicians, ideologists and even journalists. However, in
spite of all that is written about causes, ways, spread, control and sanctions regarding tax
evasion, the words describing it are not precise and the exploited domain is uncertain”
(Stanciu, 2008). For the purpose of this paper we will define tax evasion strategies as those
clearly defined by the U.S. tax authority, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as illicit.

Scope of Evasion in the United States
!

The tax gap in the U.S. according to an update by the IRS in September 2013 was es-

timated at 450 billion in 2006 which is roughly an 83.1% compliance rate.
!

Tax Payers have diﬀerent opportunities and motivations to evade. According Senior

IRS Economist Bloomquist in her 2003 presentation to the National Tax Association, she
contributes tax evasion to rising income inequality in the U.S.. She asserts that middle
income-income taxpayers have the highest percentage of matchable income, therefore they
have less opportunity to successfully evade taxes.
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!

Some analysts argue that the complex tax code widens the tax gap. “With ever

changing and growing tax laws creating new compliance burdens, small businesses face complexities in the tax code that are at an all-time high” (Stottlemyer, 2013).
!

As the tax gap increases there is also “...the perception of unfair treatment... and the

perception that the value of the public goods and services received is less than taxes paid
(exchange inequality)” (Bloomquist, 2003).

Tax Evasion and Game Theory
!

The problem of tax evasion has been widely addressed in many economic models.

According to Allingham and Sandmo (1972), who constructed the first “simple” theory, tax
payers allocate their fixed gross income between two assets; tax evasion which is risky, and
not evading which is safe. This model has been highly criticized because as a “game against
nature” it fails to take into account the strategies of the tax authority (Allen, 2004). In both
our models we will take into consideration the tax authority as a major player in the tax evasion game.
!

Previous game theory models also fail to take into account that members of the

population have varying payoﬀs. We will take this into consideration with our advanced
game theory model where we split the population into two groups of n-players; high and
middle income. This model will take into account the aﬀects of the tax rate and fine rate set
by the tax authority on the two populations and how the two populations interact with respect to the cost associated with evasion. Costs constraints can be perceived as monetary
or moral.
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PA RT I I - P L AYERS AND STRATEGIES
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States

Tax Payer Strategies
!

Tax payers can choose to report an honest income and pay the appropriate taxes.

This doesn’t completely eliminate the probability of an audit, but makes it much less likely.
!

Tax payers can decide to not report income received, or under report income. For

the purpose of this paper we will group these as one strategy; declaring less income than actually received. Avenues for tax evasion include money laundering, failing to report foreign
assets, and skimming. There is also a cost for evading taxes associated with accountants,
lawyers, foreign banks and illicit activities.
!

They can also over report their income received. Although this strategy does not

evade taxes it is considered providing false information about income or expenses and can
be be subject to verification. Although this particular phenomenon is not seen much in the
U.S., some tax payers may overstate their taxes to qualify for certain tax credits, or to decrease the probability of an audit if they believe their tax return sends up too many red flags.

Tax Authority Strategies
!

The most common strategy by the IRS, is the assessment, other strategies include

amnesty, and whistle blowing incentives. We will focus on the strategy of assessment (audit).
!

The largest pool of taxpayers, those making less than 200K historically have the least

amount of audits. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) typically targets those with very high
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income or those with very low income. According to 2012 IRS statistics a total of 1% of returns are actually audited. Of that one percent those above 200K have an audit rate of
3.70% or 1/27 returns. 1/8 returns above 1M are audited and only .94% of returns under
200K are audited. Typical red flags are income level, omitted income, types of large deductions (charitable, home oﬃce, rental and hobby losses, vehicle use, per-diem expenses), type
of business (cash business) foreign assets, large currency transactions. Those with a schedule
C are four times more likely to be audited. Those in the lowest tax bracket, married with
dependents claiming an earned income tax credit are also more likely to be audited.
!

Until 1988 audits were completely random, now the IRS uses more sophisticated

methods to select their audit pool. Checking matchable income against tax documents and
bank deposits. Net worth and cash expenditure method which compares the current year to
a previous year snap shot. The IRS is able to calculate the expected income I E using these
various methods and tools.
!

Although I E is private information, and the methods for calculation are ambiguous,

we will assume that the tax payer also knows I E based oﬀ their prior returns and traceable
business dealings. Tax payers therefore know if their actual income is larger or falls short of
what the IRS is expecting.
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PA RT I I I - THE BASIC GAME
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States

!

We consider the sequential, non-cooperative, discrete, strategic game where the two

players are the taxpayer and the tax enforcer (IRS). The taxpayer having the first move decides whether to evade E , or not evade NE , after calculating their actual income I A . The
IRS after reviewing the income declared I D by the taxpayer decides to audit A or NA . I A
is private to the taxpayer, however, the IRS estimates the income that should be declared

I E , and believes I A = I E .
!

We assume that there are two main factors that influence the probability of being

audited. (P(Audit)): I D , income declared by the taxpayer, and I E , estimated income by the
IRS.
!

There are two situations in which the taxpayer can find himself; I A ≥ I E or I A < I E ,

where the value of I E is not definitively known to the taxpayer. We will explore these two
situations:

First Case
In the first case I A ≥ I E the taxpayer has three strategies:

1.

I D = I A | (I A ≥ I E ) being honest and paying all the taxes owed.
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2. I D = I E | (I A ≥ I E ) paying what is expected. He remains in a situation with low probability of being audited but he still has a risk of penalty if is caught.
3.

I D < I E | (I A ≥ I E ) paying less than expected. We are not going to consider this strategy.
Assuming the tax payer to be risk neutral this strategy is strictly dominated due to the
high P(Audit) resulting in a high risk of fines.

P U R E S T R AT E G Y
The IRS payoﬀs for strategies Audit and Not Audit respectively:

U IRS (A) = tI A + ft(I A − I D ) − c

(1.1)

U IRS (NA) = tI D

(1.2)

Where C is the cost of performing the audit to the IRS, t is the tax rate, and f is the fine
rate on the income not declared. The IRS prefers to audit when:

tI A + ft(I A − I D ) − c > tI D
C < t(1+ f )(I A − I D )
The taxpayer payoﬀs:

I D = I A | (I A ≥ I E ) :

UTP (NE | AorNA) = I A − tI A

(1.3)

I D = I E | (I A ≥ I E ) :

UTP (E | A) = I A − tI A − ft(I A − I D ) − G

(1.4)

UTP (E | NA) = I A − tI D − G

(1.5)

Where G is the cost of concealing income for the taxpayer. We did not include the factor
“annoyance for being audited” as a cost to the taxpayer since the the P(Audit) is low for

I D = I A | (I A ≥ I E ) .
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The tax player declares I A ≥ I E if (1.4) > (1.3), so when G < − ft(I A − I E ) The payoﬀ matrix is:

E
A
NA

NE

tI A + ft(I A − I D ) − C,

I A − tI A − ft(I A − I D ) − G

tI A − c,

I A − tI A

tI D ,

I A − tI D − G

tI D ,

I A − tI A

For the IRS, NA is a dominant strategy if the following equations hold:

tI E > I A + ft(I A − I D ) − C
tI A > tI A − C
So:

C > t(1+ f )(I A − I E )

(1.6)

For the taxpayer, NE is a dominant strategy if the following equations hold:

I A − tI A > I A − tI E − G
I A − tI A > I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G
When:

G > t(I A − I E )

(1.7)

We conclude that if the concealing cost for the taxpayer and the cost of the audit to the IRS
are suﬃciently high, so that equations (1.6) and (1.7) hold, there is a Nash Equilibrium in
pure strategies: {NA,NE}.

A N A LY S I S O F P U R E S T R AT E G Y
Using data from our research for a middle sized U.S. firm:

t = 0.4
f = 0.3
C = 1250
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G = 250.00
Such that 0.3<f<1, but we consider f=0.3 since if our assumptions are valid with a low fine
rate they are equally valid with a larger fine rate. G is equal to the cost of opening a bank account in Switzerland and transferring money. C is the cost of an audit using the engineering
approach adopted by the IRS which accounts for many variables.
Substituting these values into (1.6) and (1.7) we get:

1250 > 0.4(1+ 0.3)(I A − I E )
1 250 > 0.4(I A − I E )
Which holds when:

I A − I E < 2404
I A − I E < 834
CONCLUSION
So if the gap between the actual and expected income is less than $834.00, the Nash Equilibrium is (NA,NE). For this reason our first suggestion to the government is to ensure the
validity of expected income values to de-incentivize tax payers to evade. If the gap is bigger,
there isn't any Nash equilibria in pure strategies since if the IRS choses NA the taxpayer will
evade, while if the IRS choses A the best reply for the taxpayer is NE. Also if, the tax payer
evades, the best reply for the IRS is to audit, and the opposite if he doesn't. We proceed
now to take into consideration possible mixed strategies.
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M I X E D S T R AT E G Y
We define α as the risk propensity of the taxpayer = P(E) and β as risk propensity of the
IRS = P(NA), so that P(NE) = 1− α and P(A )= 1− β .

The expected payoﬀs for the IRS if it choses to audit or not:

U IRS (A) = tI A + ftα (I A − I E ) − C

(2.1)

U IRS (NA) = tI Eα + tI R (1− α )

(2.2)

The IRS is indiﬀerent between the two strategies when the expected payoﬀs are the same:

tI A + ftα (I A − I E ) − C = tI Eα + tI R (1− α )

α=

C
t(I − I E )(1+ f )
A

The expected payoﬀs for the taxpayer choosing to evade or not:

UTP (E) = (1− β )(I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G) + β (I A − tI A − G)

(1.4)

UTP (NE) = β (I A − tI E )

(1.5)

The taxpayer will evade when:

(1− β )(I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G) + β (I A − tI A − G) > β (I A − tI E )
G + ft(I A − I E )
β> A E
t(I − I )(1+ f )
It is interesting to note that if t increases the probability of evading increases, as does the
probability of not auditing.
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A N A LY S I S O F M I X E D S T R AT E G Y
Substituting the data from the previous pure strategy example:

α=

β>

1250
2404
= A E
E
0.4(I − I )(1+ 0.3) (I − I )
A

250 + 0.3* 0.4(I A − I E )
480
= A
+ 0.23
A
E
0.4(I − I )(1+ 0.3)
(I − I E )

CONCLUSION
As the gap between the expected and the real income increases, the chance of being audited

1− β increases and so does the probability of not evading 1− α (more risk and higher fine).

Second Case
In the second case I A < I E the taxpayer also has three strategies:

1.

I D = I A | (I A < I E ) being honest and paying all the taxes owed. Theres is a high P(Audit)
but no risk of fine.

2. I D = I E | (I A < I E ) paying more than it is due, to insure a low P(Audit). This is not a
credible strategy in the U.S., we will not consider it in this model.
3.

I D < I A | (I A < I E ) paying less than actual, evading taxes.

P U R E S T R AT E G Y
Similarly to the first case we have derived the payoﬀs as follows:
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E
A
NA

NE

tI A + ft(I A − I D ) − C,

I A − tI A − ft(I A − I D ) − G − x1

tI A − C,

I A − tI A − x0

tI D ,

I A − tI D − G

tI D ,

I A − tI A

Where x0 , x1 are the costs of being audited, which we suppose higher than in the previous
situations since we have now an higher possibility of being inspected. They comprehend the
additional stress, work and risk caused by an audit. Also, we consider x0 < x1 since the annoyance of being audited is higher when you are an evader, with presumably more to hide.
For the IRS, NA is a dominant strategy if the following equations hold:

tI E > I A + ft(I A − I D ) − C
tI A > tI A − C
So:

C > t(1+ f )(I A − I E )

(3.1)

For the taxpayer, NE is a dominant strategy if the following equations hold:

I A − tI A > I A − tI E − G
I A − tI A − x0 > I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G − x1
When:

G > t(I A − I E )

(3.2)

A N A LY S I S O F M I X E D S T R AT E G Y
As before, if these conditions are respected both the taxpayer and the IRS have a dominant
strategy, generating the Nash equilibrium (NA,NE).
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CONCLUSION
Since the conditions are the same from our first case pure strategy, if the gap between the
actual and the declared income in bigger than $834.00, there is no Nash equilibrium in pure
strategies, since each player's best response varies with the opponent's strategy.

M I X E D S T R AT E G Y
Maintaining the previous definitions for α and β , the expected payoﬀs for the players can
be obtained.
The expected payoﬀs for the IRS if it choses to audit or not:

U IRS (A) = (tI A − C)(1− α ) + (tI A + ft(I A − I E ) − C)α

(4.1)

U IRS (NA) = tI Eα + tI R (1− α )

(4.2)

The IRS is indiﬀerent between the two strategies when the expected payoﬀs are the same:

tI A + ftα (I A − I E ) − C = tI Eα + tI R (1− α )

α=

C
t(I − I E )(1+ f )
A

The expected payoﬀs for the taxpayer choosing to evade or not:

UTP (E) = (1− β )(I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G − x1 ) + β (I A − tI A − G)

(4.4)

UTP (NE) = β (I A − tI E ) + (I A − tI A − x0 )

(4.5)

The taxpayer will evade when:

(1− β )(I A − tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − G − x1 ) + β (I A − tI A − G) = β (I A − tI E ) + (I A − tI A − x0 )
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ft(I A − I E ) − x0 + G + x1
β=
x0 + x1 + tI A − ft(I A − I E ) − tI
A N A LY S I S O F M I X E D S T R AT E G Y
Substituting the appropriate values:

α=

β=

1250
2404
= A E
E
0.4(I − I )(1+ 0.3) (I − I )
A

0.12(I A − I E ) − x0 + 250 + x1
0.12(I A − I E ) − x0 + 250 + x1
=
x0 + x1 + 0.4I A − 0.12(I A − I E ) − 0.4I E
x0 + x1 + 0.28(I A − I E )

CONCLUSION
This time β is bigger than in the other situation, since the probability of being audited is
higher, because the declared income is less than the expected. However the probability of
evading does not change in a one-shot game, and as before, depends only on the gap between actual and estimated income (with a negative correspondence).
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PA RT IV - INFINITELY REPEATED
GAME
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States

We concluded last part by aﬃrming that the probability of evading did not depend on the
likelihood of being audited by the IRS. This is a weak result that holds only when we consider a one shot game, but the citizens have to pay their taxes each year.
In this section we created a game model that expands the horizon of time to infinite. Each
year the taxpayer has to choose whether to report an honest income or not. We assume that
if the taxpayer is caught evading in any given year, he will be subject to inspecting in all the
coming years.
As in the previous game, the taxpayer can face two situations, depending on whether he reports less income than what the IRS expects or an amount that is at least equal.
In the second case the probability of being audited is much higher than in the first. We do
not know exactly these probabilities, since is the interest of the IRS to keep the information secret to prevent any exploit of the system. We considered 30% and 1% as plausible
values and used those in our calculations, but the model holds for any given probabilities.
The payoﬀs of the player are the same of the previous games. To simplify the expressions we
assigned them arbitrary values, since what matters most is their order, not the exact values.
In any given year, the payoﬀ deriving from submitting an honest tax report is equal to 5,
which is lower than the one arising from successful evasion (6) but higher than the payoﬀ
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when the player is caught (4). However, again, the model is valid for every values of these
payoﬀs.
The two strategies available to the taxpayer are Evade and Not Evade.

PV = 5 + 5δ + 5δ 2 + ... =

5
1− δ

Choosing the strategy NE every year gives him a present value of the future stream of payoﬀs equal to:
The expected payoﬀ of choosing the strategy Evade is any given year is:
It is composed by the sum of payoﬀ of a successful evasion multiplied by the probability of
∞

t

t=1

x=1

PV (E) = ∑ δ t−1[6 p t + 4(1− p)∑ p x−1 ]
having never been caught in any past or present years and the payoﬀ of being caught, times

ID > IE
the probability of having been caught at least once in any of the previous or present years.
The present value of the total stream of payoﬀ from choosing this strategy is then:

∞
t
5
> ∑ δ t−1[6 ⋅ 0.99 t + 4(0.01)∑ 0.99 x−1 ]
1− δ t=1
x=1

First Case
Choosing the strategy NE is better than the alternative when:
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This is never the case for 0<δ<1, so the taxpayer has a dominant strategy in always choosing
to evade, independently from how much he cares about the future.

ID < IE
Again, we suggest to the government to be as accurate as possible in calculate the expected
income to discourage evasion.

∞
t
5
t−1
t
> ∑ δ [6 ⋅ 0.7 + 4(0.3)∑ 0.7 x−1 ]
1− δ t=1
x=1

Second Case
Choosing the strategy NE is better than the alternative when:
That is, when δ>0,575. In this case there is a suﬃcient incentive to be honest when the taxpayer cares suﬃciently about the future. The threat of consistent punishment in the future
if the player is caught evading is the key to enforce present compliance in the citizens that
are more forward looking. The major part of the population will then pay their due, while
some individuals that care mainly about the present while still choose to evade. This is well
reflected in the actual economic reality.
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PART V - ADVANCED
M OD EL WI TH N-PERSON GAME
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United State

Cost to Society
In this section we consider a generic situation, a game with two populations of n-members
and the US government as players.
Using the same probability equation from the first game, we find that this is consistent with
information gathered from the IRS which we will use in our calculations:
D
When I is high/Rich income (>200K), P(Audit) = 3.7%.
D
When I is lower/Middle income (<200K), P(Audit) = 0.94%.

We divided the US population in two segments, according to IRS guidelines: the Rich (income >200K) and the Middle Class (income <200K). Both groups have to choose how
much income to declare to the IRS. The payoﬀ function for each population is:

π (R)=I D (1-t)+β R t(I A -I D )-(1-β R )(1+f)(I A -I D )-G(I A -I D )
π (M)=I D (1-t)+β M t(I A -I D )-(1-β M )(1+f)(I A -I D )-g(I A -I D )
D
Where I is the income declared, t is the tax rate, set by the government (40%), β is the

probability of avoiding a tax audit, diﬀerent for the two populations (96.3% for the Rich and
A
99.06% for the Middle income), I is the actual income earned by the individual, f is the

fine rate, applied to the amount of underreported income (40%), G and g is the "money
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laundering rate", the costs of concealing the income as percentage, which are higher for the
Middle income than for the Rich (i.e., they may have better connections).
We will be assuming that the cost to the individual in the form of public goods is incremental. For:

C=

t(I A -I D )
n
, as n → ∞ , C → 0

D
A
D
So, I (1-t) is the income retained after paying the "correct" amount of taxes. β1t(I -I ) is
A
D
the expected gain from evading, while (1-β1 )(1+f)(I -I ) is the expected fine amount. The
A
D
concealing costs incurred are G(I -I ) .

The payoﬀ for the Government is the following:
π (G)=N R I D Rt + N M I D M t − C(1-β R )N R − C(1-β M )N M + N R (I A R − I D R )(1-β R )(1+f)+N M (I A M − I D M )(1-β M )(1+f)
D
D
The term N R I Rt + N M I M t represents the taxes paid spontaneously by the population. The

cost of auditing is given by , while the fines amount is equal to

N R (I A R − I D R )(1-β R )(1+f)+N M (I A M − I D M )(1-β M )(1+f) .
Using data gathered from the IRS for 2011 we have the following values:

t = 0.4
f = 0.3
C = 1250

β R = 96.3%
β M = 99.06%
N R = 4,700,056
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N M = 138,219,259
Obtaining:
π (G)=4,700,056I D R 0.4 + 138,219,259I D M 0.4 − 1250(0.037)4,700,056 − 1250(0.0094)138,219,259
+4, 700,056(I A R − I D R )(0.037)(1.4)+138,219,259(I A M − I D M )(0.0094)(1.4)

From the formula we can identify how much revenue the government would lose in the
eventuality that each member of one of the two population increased is total tax evasion by
$1. This figure is equal to $1,636,559.4 for the Rich group, and $53,468,738 for the Middle
Class individuals. The amount of money spent on auditing by the IRS each year is equal to
1,841,453,883.25. Now that we have considered the eﬀects on the Government budget of
evasion, we will analyze the incentives of the two populations and their predicted behavior.
A member from the Middle income population choses to submit an honest report of his income when the expected payoﬀ from an amount of evasion is equal to 0 or higher than any
other strategy:

I D (1-t)+β M t(I A -I D )-(1-β M )(1+f)(I A -I D )-g(I A -I D )<I D (1-t)
This happens when:

g>β M +β M t-1+β M f-f
Substituting the observed values for f , t and β M , we conclude that is optimal for the player
to be honest when:
g > 0.9906 + 0.9906 * 0.4 - 1 + 0.9906 * 0.3 - 0.3 = 0.3871
The same reasoning applies to the member from the Rich population, which will evade
when:
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G > 0.963 + 0.963 * 0.4 - 1 + 0.963 * 0.3 - 0.3 = 0.3371
The theory then suggests that the equilibrium for this game will see one of three outcomes:
Everyone evades, if the g faced by the Middle income population is lower than 0.3871 and
the G for the Rich income population is lower than 0.3371.
Each and every member of the Middle income population evades, while the Rich income
population pay their due entirely, when g<0.3871 and G>0.3371.
Everyone declares his real income and society benefits, when g>0.3871 and G>0.3371.
The government has three tools to fight fiscal evasion, corresponding to the three variables

β , frequency of auditing, f and t . Either increasing the punishment to the evaders or increasing the level of control over the population are sensible strategies, both of which would
reduce the social losses of evasion.
Consider a case when, due to political or economic pressures, the government is not free to
change f and β and is only able to aﬀect the tax rate t . The level of g is also much lower
than 0.3371 for the Rich population but much higher than 0.3871 for the Middle income
population. In this case, the Rich will evade and the government will lose a substantial portion of revenue. Since the government needs the money to avoid incurring a substantial
deficit, it is forced to raise the tax rate for everyone to make up for the evasion, but since
the Rich aren't paying the Middle income will be forced to bear the costs.
Doing so however, increases the appeal of evasion to the Middle income, who would gain
more from a successful attempt to cheat the IRS.
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There will be a certain level of t after which the expected payoﬀ from evading will become
high enough so that no one will be willing to pay their taxes, reporting an income of 0. This
would destabilize the government, who would lose the ability to collect taxes and possibly
lead to the collapse of society.
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CONCLUSION
A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the United States
!

In part III We assumed that there are two main factors that influence the probability

D
E
of being audited. (P(Audit)): I , income declared by the taxpayer, and I , estimated in-

come by the IRS, and that there are two situations in which the taxpayer can find himself;

I A ≥ I E or I A < I E .
!

For both cases in pure strategies we conclude that if the gap between the actual and

expected income is less than $834.00, the Nash Equilibrium is (NA,NE). If the gap is bigger, there isn't any Nash equilibria in pure strategies since if the IRS choses NA the taxpayer
will evade, while if the IRS choses A the best reply for the taxpayer is NE. Also if, the tax
payer evades, the best reply for the IRS is to audit, and the opposite if he doesn't.
!

For case 1 mixed strategies, as the gap between the expected and the actual income

increases, the chance of being audited 1− β increases and so does the probability of not
evading 1− α (more risk and higher fine). For case II mixed strategies β is bigger than in
the other situation, since the probability of being audited is higher, because the declared income is less than the expected. However the probability of evading does not change in a
one-shot game, and as before, depends only on the gap between actual and estimated income.
!

In part IV we created a game model that expands the horizon of time to infinite.

Each year the taxpayer has to choose whether to report an honest income or not. We assume that if the taxpayer is caught evading in any given year, he will be subject to inspecting
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in all the coming years. As in the previous game, the taxpayer can face two situations, depending on whether he reports less income than what the IRS expects or an amount that is
at least equal.
!

In the first case choosing the strategy NE is never better than the alternative. The

taxpayer has a dominant strategy in always choosing to evade, independently from how
much he cares about the future.
!

In the second case when δ>0,575 there is a suﬃcient incentive to be honest when

the taxpayer cares suﬃciently about the future. The threat of consistent punishment in the
future if the player is caught evading is the key to enforce present compliance in the citizens
that are more forward looking. The major part of the population will then pay their due,
while some individuals that care mainly about the present while still choose to evade. This is
well reflected in the actual economic reality.
!

In part V we considered a generic situation, a game with two populations of n-

members and the US government as players. We found three NE in this model. Everyone
evades, if the g faced by the Middle income population is lower than 0.3871 and the G for
the Rich income population is lower than 0.3371. Each and every member of the Middle income population evades, while the Rich income population pay their due entirely, when
g<0.3871 and G>0.3371. Everyone declares his real income and society benefits, when
g>0.3871 and G>0.3371.
!

Final remarks: there are considerable factors that contribute to tax evasion. Each of

our games attempts to analyze one of these factors and infer on human behavior. Solving for
equilibrium in pure and mixed strategies we see that much of a players decision to evade deEconomics 166A - A Game Theoretical Model of Tax Evasion in the U.S.!
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pends on the gap between what they actually made and what the government estimated. In
an infinitely repeated game we find the conditions for which the discount factor is suﬃcient
for players to chose the strategy to not evade. The punishment of future scrutiny can be a
significant motivation to deter evasion when actual income is lower than expected. We also
take a look at how the cost of concealing funds is a factor of equilibrium play in a n-person
game of multiple populations. We conclude that raising the tax rate alone is not an aﬀective
strategy to combat tax evasion by making the payout of evasion higher than the alternative
strategy of not evading. None of these models on their own can draw a complete picture of
something as complicated as taxes, however, we can begin to see where several controls can
be combined to help us create a more comprehensive model.
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